
Public Input No. 13-NFPA 40-2013 [ Global Input ]

[Substantiation]  The 2001 revision of NFPA 40 3.3.1 to include cellulose nitrate flat or sheet film
means that the largest group of users is the community of archives and historical societies who do
not specialize photographic and motion picture film archiving[1]. While the Council of State
Archivists (CoSA) greatly appreciates the hard work of film and photographic archives
representatives over the years, we note that the larger archival community was not represented in
2001, nor does it have current representation on the NFPA Technical Committee on Hazardous
Chemicals. CoSA, as an aggregate representative of traditional archival users, recognizes that the
burden is on members of this group to apply for technical committee membership, and will
encourage community members to do so.  The Council of State Archivists equally encourages the
NFPA Technical Committee on Hazardous Chemicals to expand user group representation to the
extent that is permitted within the Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA Standards. The
data which follows attempts to describe the scope of the gap between the NFPA Technical
Committee on Hazardous Chemicals and the community of Archival Users.

CoSA conducted a survey of its member institutions during May 2013 to learn more about the effect
of NFPA 40 regulations. Over a third of member institutions responded. Of those, 57% hold an
amount of nitrate likely to fall under NFPA 40 special storage requirements, interpreted as more
than six standard reels of cellulose nitrate film or more than 4 cubic feet of flat or sheet film. 9 hold
enough reels to fall under special storage requirements, 12 hold enough sheet or flat film, with
some overlap between institutions that hold both. The size of these holdings range from 5 cubic
feet to 260 cubic feet of sheet or flat film, and 6 reels to 1110 reels of nitrate motion picture film.
Another 5% of institutions are not able to estimate the amount of nitrate flat or sheet film they hold.
Of those institutions that have sufficient film to fall under special storage requirements in the
standard, 9% have their film, whether reels, sheet or flat, stored in an NFPA 40 (2011) compliant
vault or cabinet, while 63% use commercial or household freezers for part or all of their nitrate
storage. Only 45% of institutions likely to fall under special storage requirements indicated that
they consult NFPA 40 for storage or handling guidelines.

The safety and standards community also bears the burden of better engaging the scientific and
archival communities in setting standards for cellulose nitrate. The current standard does not
provide clear guidance about storage for nitrate flat or sheet film, and could perhaps draw on
published scientific studies to more pragmatically determine equivalencies for sheet or flat film to
motion picture film. NFPA 40 2011 references archival practices that are out of date (copy and
destroy), appears to cite proprietarily produced documents in describing the aging characteristics
of cellulose nitrate rather than ISO standards which contend that cellulose nitrate becomes more
inert as it ages[2] (though both the extremes of degradation to a shock sensitive powder  or a
completely inert powder are clearly demonstrated to be unlikely given the current state of
knowledge about cellulose nitrate)[3], and proscribes storage conditions for both reel and flat film
in metal canisters which are identified as the possible catalyst for the formation of the final brown
powder stage of nitrate in a 1959 study.[4]  Paper or plastic enclosures, as described in ISO 18902
Imaging materials — Processed imaging materials — Albums, framing and storage materials are
most commonly employed in the long term storage of flat or still negatives, while the 1929
U.S.G.P.O. study referenced in NFPA 40 2011 D.1.2.2 indicates that the common practice of storing
flat negatives in paper sleeves may ameliorate the dangerous aspects of cellulose nitrate
decomposition.

[1] The Society of American Archivists has 5,999 institutional and individual members. The
American Association of State and Local History has 5,405 individual and institutional members.
The Association of Moving Image archivists has, by comparison, only 750 institutional and
individual members, including foreign entities.

[2] D.1.2.3 Other Publications: Hazard in the Handling and Storage of Nitrate and Safety Motion
Picture Film. Rochester, NY: Eastman Kodak Company, 1951. Cf. ISO 10356 Cinematography --
Storage and Handling of Cellulose-Nitrate Based Motion-Picture films.
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[3] Heckman, Heather, “Burn After Viewing or Fire in the Vaults: Nitrate Decomposition and
Combustibility” (2010).

[4] Edge et al (1959), as described in Heckman, Heather, “Burn After Viewing or Fire in the Vaults:
Nitrate Decomposition and Combustibility” (2010).

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

The problem that would be resolved is the discrepancy between pragmatic and safe practice for storage and 
handling of flat or sheet film vs. motion picture film, and engagement with the archival user group.

[Substantiation]  The 2001 revision of NFPA 40 3.3.1 to include cellulose nitrate flat or sheet film means that the 
largest group of users is the community of archives and historical societies who do not specialize photographic 
and motion picture film archiving . While the Council of State Archivists (CoSA) greatly appreciates the hard work 
of film and photographic archives representatives over the years, we note that the larger archival community was 
not represented in 2001, nor does it have current representation on the NFPA Technical Committee on Hazardous 
Chemicals. CoSA, as an aggregate representative of traditional archival users, recognizes that the burden is on 
members of this group to apply for technical committee membership, and will encourage community members to 
do so.  The Council of State Archivists equally encourages the NFPA Technical Committee on Hazardous 
Chemicals to expand user group representation to the extent that is permitted within the Regulations Governing 
the Development of NFPA Standards. The data which follows attempts to describe the scope of the gap between 
the NFPA Technical Committee on Hazardous Chemicals and the community of Archival Users. 
CoSA conducted a survey of its member institutions during May 2013 to learn more about the effect of NFPA 40 
regulations. Over a third of member institutions responded. Of those, 57% hold an amount of nitrate likely to fall 
under NFPA 40 special storage requirements, interpreted as more than six standard reels of cellulose nitrate film 
or more than 4 cubic feet of flat or sheet film. 9 hold enough reels to fall under special storage requirements, 12 
hold enough sheet or flat film, with some overlap between institutions that hold both. The size of these holdings 
range from 5 cubic feet to 260 cubic feet of sheet or flat film, and 6 reels to 1110 reels of nitrate motion picture film. 
Another 5% of institutions are not able to estimate the amount of nitrate flat or sheet film they hold. Of those 
institutions that have sufficient film to fall under special storage requirements in the standard, 9% have their film, 
whether reels, sheet or flat, stored in an NFPA 40 (2011) compliant vault or cabinet, while 63% use commercial or 
household freezers for part or all of their nitrate storage. Only 45% of institutions likely to fall under special storage 
requirements indicated that they consult NFPA 40 for storage or handling guidelines. 
The safety and standards community also bears the burden of better engaging the scientific and archival 
communities in setting standards for cellulose nitrate. The current standard is both does not provide clear 
guidance about storage for nitrate flat or sheet film, and could perhaps draw on published scientific studies to 
more pragmatically determine equivalencies for sheet or flat film to motion picture film. NFPA 40 2011 references 
archival practices that are out of date (copy and destroy), appears to cite proprietarily produced documents in 
describing the aging characteristics of cellulose nitrate rather than ISO standards which contend that cellulose 
nitrate becomes more inert as it ages  (though both the extremes of degradation to a shock sensitive powder  or a 
completely inert powder are clearly demonstrated to be unlikely given the current state of knowledge about 
cellulose nitrate) , and proscribes storage conditions for both reel and flat film in metal canisters which are 
identified as the possible catalyst for the formation of the final brown powder stage of nitrate in a 1959 study.   
Paper or plastic enclosures, as described in ISO 18902 Imaging materials — Processed imaging materials — 
Albums, framing and storage materials are most commonly employed in the long term storage of flat or still 
negatives, while the 1929 U.S.G.P.O. study referenced in NFPA 40 2011 D.1.2.2 indicates that the common 
practice of storing flat negatives in paper sleeves may ameliorate the dangerous aspects of cellulose nitrate 
decomposition. 

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:
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Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 13:31:18 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: There is no actionable response provided. No specific language has been presented on which to
base a revision to the standard.

Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 5-NFPA 40-2013 [ Global Input ]

Because the definition of "decomposition" carries different connotations for the fire safety and
archival communities, it would be beneficial to define the term in section 3.3, General Definitions. It
would also be beneficial to distinguish between "rapid decomposition" (burning) and more gradual
decomposition under ambient conditions when the term is used in the standard (e.g., sections
3.3.10.1 and 3.3.10.2).

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

Members of the film archival community have expressed confusion over the use of the word "decomposition" in the 
standard. Clearly defining the term in the text of the standard would facilitate communication between the archival 
and safety communities. It could also have practical implications (e.g., in designing the vents described in section 
3.3.10).

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.2]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 8-NFPA 40-2013 [New Section
after C.2]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
5.3 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 10-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.4]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 11-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
C.1]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 12-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
B.3]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Jul 03 12:15:39 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: Committee is seeking a more substantial and actionable definition as it applies to nitrate film.
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Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 6-NFPA 40-2013 [ Global Input ]

Although this standard covers both roll film and flat film, its recommendations are structured
around roll film. Yet, the number of archival repositories with nitrate roll film holdings almost
certainly pales in comparison to the number of repositories with nitrate flat film holdings. The
Association of Moving Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee has made at least one specific
recommendation to accomodate flat film repositories (see Section 7.2), but it strongly recommends
a more global revision to address institutions that store cellulose nitrate flat film. 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

The practices of storing and handling flat and roll film are fundamentally different. The Annex providing flat and roll 
film equivalencies does not address these fundamental differences. Updating NFPA 40 with recommendations 
targeted specifically at flat film has the potential to greatly increase compliance among the many repositories that 
store cellulose nitrate flat film. 

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.2]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 5-NFPA 40-2013 [Global Input]
Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 8-NFPA 40-2013 [New Section
after C.2]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
5.3 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 10-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.4]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 11-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
C.1]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 12-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
B.3]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Jul 03 12:27:35 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: The committee is seeking actionable specific language to revise the document.
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Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 29-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 1.4 ]

1.4  Retroactivity.

Because nitrate film deteriorates with age, the provisions of this standard shall be retroactive,  excepting
flat or sheet film acquired by archival institutions prior to 2001  . Where improvements have been
made over previous editions of this standard, the incorporation of these changes in existing facilities shall
be required required  particularly where cellulose nitrate film storage will continue.  

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

[Substantiation] The 2001 revision to the definition of cellulose nitrate film expands the affected user group by 
thousands, and requires changes that are not obtainable to the majority of the user groups' existing institutional 
infrastructure, especially the requirement of NFPA 40 2011 4.1.1* (Nitrate film shall be stored or handled only in 
buildings of Type I construction as defined in NFPA 220, Standard on Types of Building Construction.) There is no 
instance known to CoSA of cellulose nitrate flat or sheet film involvement in fatalities or injuries due to 
decomposition since its production ceased in the 1950’s. Reports of the last two known fires involving nitrate in 
archival institutions in 2003 and 2005 indicate that flat or sheet film did not decompose during the incidents 
(Nishimura, 2005). Whether deterioration of nitrate film with age contributes to its dangers or lessens them is 
unclear. (Heckman, 2010). The implication that the archival user group will divest themselves of cellulose nitrate 
film holdings does not match current archival standards. 

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 28-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 4.1.1 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Mon Jul 08 14:57:31 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: The committee believes that exceptions or exclusions should be addressed individually in the
document. This language is not enforceable because the proposed language requires one to know
when the film was acquired. The committee wants this document to be applied retroactively.

Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 21-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 2.3.1 ]

2.3.1  ASTM Publications.

ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, P.O. Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959.

ASTM E 84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, 2009a 2013a
edition.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

date update

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler

Organization: GBH International

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Sat Jul 06 14:12:05 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-4-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: Update referenced standards to most recent edition.

Copyright Assignment

I, Marcelo Hirschler, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Marcelo Hirschler, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 1-NFPA 40-2012 [ Section No. 2.3.2 ]

2.3.2  UL Publications. 

Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062-2096.

ANSI/UL 723, Standard for Test for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, 2008 edition ,
Revised 2010 .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

Update referenced standards to most recent edition as indicated.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: John Bender

Organization: Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Apr 18 13:00:49 EDT 2012

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-20-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: Update referenced standards to most recent edition as indicated.

Copyright Assignment

I, John Bender, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this
Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire
no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative
form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this copyright
assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am John Bender, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the terms
and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my
submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 15-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 3.3.1 ]

3.3.1*   Cellulose Nitrate Film.

Motion picture sound recording, still, or flat film  that  that is coated on a support or base consisting
essentially of cellulose nitrate.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

[Substantiation]  NFPA 40 relies heavily on the U.S.G.P.O. publication ”Proceedings of the Board of Chemical 
Warfare Service Appointed for the purpose of investigating Conditions Incident to the Disaster at the Cleveland 
Hospital Clinic, Cleveland, OH, on May 15,1929.” That study indicates that still or flat film which is housed in paper 
envelopes decomposes during combustion in significantly and materially different manners than in unhoused film 
(p.85)  , and that these benefits increase as that ratio of paper to film increases.

Current archival best practices are to store each sheet or flat negative individually in a paper envelope. In light of 
this, CoSA proposes that the equivalencies given for sheet or flat film based solely on a comparison to the weight 
of reel film are not sufficient, and should be at least doubled.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 16:58:07 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: The committee would like to continue to include still and flat film in the document. If specific
provisions for equivalencies should be changed, it should be done in the specific requirements in the
body of the document. Definitions are not enforceable. Flat film is a form of cellulose nitrate film so it
should be included in the definition.

Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 16-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 3.3.1 ]

3.3.1*   Cellulose Nitrate Film.

Motion picture sound recording, still, or flat film  that  that is coated on a support or base consisting
essentially of cellulose nitrate.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

Experiential evidence from the only two known recent cellulose nitrate fires in archives shows that aged flat or still 
film did not decompose due to combustion, even when subjected to the conditions of a fire. (Nishimura, Doug. 
“Nitrate fires - an update” Thu, 11 Aug 2005, AMIA Listserv).
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 16:59:10 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: The committee would like to continue to include still and flat film in the document. If specific
provisions for equivalencies should be changed, it should be done in the specific requirements in the
body of the document. Definitions are not enforceable. Flat film is a form of cellulose nitrate film so it
should be included in the definition.

Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 19-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 3.3.1 ]

3.3.1*   Cellulose Nitrate Film.

Motion picture sound recording, still, or flat film  that  that is coated on a support or base consisting
essentially of cellulose nitrate.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

[Substantiation] The response of the NFPA Technical Committee on Hazardous Chemicals to the 2001 ROC (Log 
#1) by Richard D. Thompson and (Log #3) by Teressa McIntosh indicate that there is “sufficient information to 
expand the document to include cellulose nitrate flat film” and that “The Committee will create a task group to 
further refine the storage requirements for flat film for the next edition of NFPA 40.”

1. CoSA endorses the spirit of the comments proposed by Mr. Thompson and Ms. McIntosh in 2001, and 
especially concurs with the fact that the expansion of the code to include flat film places a pragmatically 
unachievable burden on archives which may house relatively small quantities of flat or sheet film. The best 
available data (CoSA membership survey 2013) suggests that only 9% of institutions to whom the NFPA 40 
applies are able to implement code-compliant or equivalent storage. 

2.Given recent evidence about fires in which cellulose nitrate flat film stored in archival paper envelopes and 
boxes did *not* decompose under adverse conditions, (Nishimura, Doug. “Nitrate fires - an update” Thu, 11 Aug 
2005, AMIA Listserv), given that the relevant body of scientific literature poses explicitly contradictory statements 
about whether cellulose nitrate becomes more inert or more volatile as it ages (Heckman, 2010), and given that 
the most recent study on which to base conclusions about the dangers posed by sheet or flat film that is 
referenced in NFPA 40 is the U.S.G.P.O. publication ”Proceedings of the Board of Chemical Warfare Service 
Appointed for the purpose of investigating Conditions Incident to the Disaster at the Cleveland Hospital Clinic, 
Cleveland, OH, on May 15,1929,”  CoSA respectfully asks The Committee to more specifically enumerate sources 
of information on which the 2001 expansion of the code was based, so that the archival, scientific and safety 
communities may all engage in evaluation of the sources and further study of the dangers posed by flat or sheet 
film. In that manner, we hope to contribute to specifications for pragmatically achievable methods for storage of flat 
and sheet film.

3. CoSA respectfully submits that creation of a task group is still necessary, as numerous portions of the code do 
not adequately describe storage and handling practices for still or flat film, which of necessity differ from those that 
have been carefully crafted over the long history of NFPA 40 to describe pragmatic conditions for storage of 
cellulose nitrate motion picture film.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 17:01:51 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: The committee would like to continue to include still and flat film in the document. If specific
provisions for equivalencies should be changed, it should be done in the specific requirements in the
body of the document. Definitions are not enforceable. Flat film is a form of cellulose nitrate film so it
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should be included in the definition.

Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 23-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 4.1 ]

4.1  Construction.

4.1.1*   

Nitrate film shall be stored or handled only in buildings of Type I construction as defined in NFPA 220,
Standard on Types of Building Construction.

4.1.1.1  

Decomposition vents and explosion vents shall be of noncombustible construction.

4.1.2  

All rooms where nitrate film is stored or handled shall be separated from each other and from all other parts
of the building by partitions having a fire resistance rating of at least 1 hour in accordance with ASTM
E119, Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials .

4.1.2.1  

The partitions shall be constructed in accordance with NFPA 221, Standard for High Challenge Fire Walls,
Fire Walls, and Fire Barrier Walls.

4.1.2.2  

Film vaults shall be permitted to meet the requirements of Section 6.3 or Section 6.5.

4.1.2.3  

Partitions shall be continuous from floor to ceiling and shall be anchored securely to walls, floors, and
ceilings.

4.1.3  

Openings in partitions shall be protected by approved fire doors having a 1-hour fire resistance rating in
accordance with NFPA 252,Standard Methods of Fire Tests of Door Assemblies, and installed according to
NFPA 80, Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives.

Also; add ASTM E119 (2012a) and NFPA 252 to the list of referenced standards.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

This simply adds the corresponding test methods - it is basically an editorial change.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler

Organization: GBH International

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Sat Jul 06 14:24:30 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: The committee believes that the reference to NFPA 221 in 4.1.2.1 provides guidance for test methods
for determining the one hour rating in 4.1.2 and the reference in 4.1.3 to NFPA 80 provides guidance
for determining test methods for fire resistance rating for doors.
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Copyright Assignment

I, Marcelo Hirschler, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Marcelo Hirschler, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 28-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 4.1.1 [Excluding any Sub-Sections] ]

Nitrate Nitrate  motion picture  film shall be stored or handled only in buildings of Type I construction
as defined in NFPA 220,  Standard on Types of Building Construction  .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

[Substantiation] The 2001 revision to the definition of cellulose nitrate film expands the affected user group by 
thousands, and requires changes that are not obtainable to the majority of the user group’s existing institutional 
infrastructure, especially the requirement of NFPA 40 2011 4.1.1* (Nitrate film shall be stored or handled only in 
buildings of Type I construction as defined in NFPA 220, Standard on Types of Building Construction.) There is no 
instance known to CoSA of cellulose nitrate flat or sheet film involvement in fatalities or injuries due to 
decomposition since its production ceased in the 1950’s. Reports of the last two known fires involving nitrate in 
archival institutions in 2003 and 2005 indicate that flat or sheet film did not decompose during the incidents 
(Nishimura, 2005). Whether deterioration of nitrate film with age contributes to its dangers or lessens them is 
unclear. (Heckman, 2010). The implication that the archival user group will divest themselves of cellulose nitrate 
film holdings does not match current archival standards. 

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Mon Jul 08 14:54:44 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: By including motion picture film only, this excludes all other types of nitrate film. Threshold amounts
should be developed to address the concerns.

Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 5.3 [Excluding any Sub-Sections] ]

Every room in which nitrate film is stored or handled shall be provided with portable fire extinguishers of
types using water or water solutions .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

Most equipment that nitrate film is placed upon (e.g., printers, rewinders, scanners) is electrical or electronic in 
nature and therefore incompatible with water-based fire extinguishers. In cases where the nitrate film ignites, it 
would be difficult for the operator to avoid spraying water onto the surrounding equipment. Moreover, the 
equipment is much more likely to catch fire than the film, making it dangerous to provide easy access to 
water-based extinguishers in those spaces. 

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Thu Jul 04 10:13:56 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-5-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The committee believes that providing an extinguisher in each room where cellulose nitrate film is
stored or handled for the purpose of extinguishing incipient exposure fires is appropriate.

Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 30-NFPA 40-2013 [ New Section after 6.4 ]

6.4.4? Extended Term Storage Cabinets.-- Freezers

Laboratory grade freezers of refrigerators that otherwise meet the requirements of NFPA 45 may be used
as cabinets for the extended term storage of cellulose nitrate film. 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

[Substantiation] Allow for cabinet-volume amount of cellulose nitrate film to be stored for the extended term in 
laboratory grade freezers and refrigerators [as described in NFPA 45 ]. The best available data suggests that the 
majority of archival institutions can (and do already) pragmatically implement similar storage. 63% of CoSA 
members who are subject to special extended term storage requirements under NFPA 40 already use some sort of 
freezer storage for their nitrate, while 9% use NFPA 40 compliant extended term vault or cabinet storage. 

Subfreezing temperatures halt cellulose nitrate decay, and is the only known method for halting the secondary 
autocatalytic mechanisms of decay. (Heckman 2010, p. 500 citing Bigourdan,”From the Nitrate Experience” p 61.)

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Mon Jul 08 15:01:32 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: The proponent does not provide justification for omitting sprinklers or decomposition vent pipes, nor
are thresholds provided above which these would be required.

Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 7.2 ]

7.2*   Containers Required.

All nitrate film shall be kept in closed, individual metal or inert plastic cans or DOT-approved containers
unless actually being worked on or examined.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

While institutions with roll film typically use metal cans for storage to comply with this standard, institutions with flat 
film do not typically use metal containers. There is another, more fundamental problem associated with storage in 
metal containers. In a 1990 paper, Edge et al. found results "[suggesting] that iron actively contributes to the 
decomposition of cellulose nitrate." Interactions between the film and the can are cited in appendix B.3 of this 
standard, and are regularly observed by archivists who work with cellulose nitrate roll film. What is disturbing about 
the Edge et al. research, though, is that it suggests that the can may the source of the reaction, rather than a mere 
indicator of the reaction.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
5.3 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both are submitted on behalf of the Association of
Moving Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Jul 03 11:26:49 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-8-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The committee clarified that nitrate film should be stored as specified any time it is removed from its
container for any purpose. The committee believes that the recommendation as proposed applies to
all plastics, which would increase the fire hazard over and above that of retardant plastic. ISO 18902
applies to preservation of materials and not fire protection.

Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 20-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 7.2 ]

7.2*   Containers Required.

All nitrate film shall be kept in closed, individual individual  metal  cans or DOT-approved  or paper
containers as described by ISO 18902 Imaging materials — Processed imaging materials —
Albums, framing and storage materials   containers unless actually being worked on or examined.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

[Substantiation] Cans are not designed to store flat or sheet film. An ISO standard which describes extended term 
archival storage for flat and sheet film is available, and is more relevant to storage needs of this material than DOT 
approved materials meant to mitigate situations of crushed boxes while transporting cellulose nitrate.  Certain 
metals have been implicated as a catalyst in the degradation of cellulose nitrate (Heckman, 2010 p 501-502).
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 17:20:00 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-8-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The committee clarified that nitrate film should be stored as specified any time it is removed from its
container for any purpose. The committee believes that the recommendation as proposed applies to
all plastics, which would increase the fire hazard over and above that of retardant plastic. ISO 18902
applies to preservation of materials and not fire protection.

Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 10-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 7.4 ]

7.4 *    Scrap and Discarded Film.

7.4.1   

Scrap nitrate film shall be kept separate from waste paper, scrap safety film, and other rubbish.

7.4.2   

Scrap nitrate film shall be collected from workrooms at least once daily and removed to a room used for no
other purpose. It shall be kept under water in steel drums or metal containers with tight-fitting covers.

7.4.3   

Discarded film in full or partial rolls shall be kept in containers in vaults until disposal.

7.4.4   

Scrap and discarded film shall be disposed of at frequent intervals. Scrap film shall not be baled or burned.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

Nitrate film is classified as a hazardous material by the Department of Transportation. Its disposal is subject to 
regulation under local, state, and federal jurisdictions. At best, this section is redundant; at worst it enters into 
conflict with legal regulations. It should be removed or revised. Appendices A.7.4 and B.3 may warrant attention 
on the same grounds.

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.2]

Both are submitted on behalf of the Association of
Moving Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
5.3 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both are submitted on behalf of the Association of
Moving Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Thu Jul 04 10:25:42 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: Section 7.4 addresses the fire hazard of the film while it is in the facility and should be retained.
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Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 3-NFPA 40-2013 [ Sections 8.1.1.1, 8.1.1.2 ]

Sections 8.1.1.1, 8.1.1.2

8.1.1.1   

Not more than two nitrate-based film projectors shall be located in each enclosure.

8.1.1.2   

Safety-based film projectors shall be permitted to be located within the same enclosure as nitrate-based
film projectors.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

The language in these sections suggests that safety and nitrate film never run through the same projectors, which 
is not the case. As long as a projector has the appropriate fire prevention/management modifications, it can run 
nitrate, acetate and polyester interchangeably with only minor adjustments on the part of the projectionist to 
account for the thickness of the different types of base support materials. Nitrate film projection is a relatively rare 
occurrence, and most projectors equipped to run nitrate film are also used for safety film projection. Limiting the 
number of nitrate projectors to two may actually constitute a safety hazard. Some better equipped booths have 
three 35mm/70mm projectors. As long as all three projectors are equipped with the appropriate safety 
modifications, using all three allows the projectionist more time to clean and check a projector between reels. This, 
in turn, reduces the chances of a film jam or ignition.

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.2]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 5-NFPA 40-2013 [Global Input]
Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 6-NFPA 40-2013 [Global Input]
Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 8-NFPA 40-2013 [New Section
after C.2]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
5.3 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 10-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.4]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 11-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
C.1]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 12-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
B.3]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Jul 03 11:49:22 EDT 2013
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Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-21-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The language in these sections suggests that safety and nitrate film never run through the same
projectors, which is not the case. As long as a projector has the appropriate fire
prevention/management modifications, it can run nitrate, acetate and polyester interchangeably with
only minor adjustments on the part of the projectionist to account for the thickness of the different
types of base support materials. Nitrate film projection is a relatively rare occurrence, and most
projectors equipped to run nitrate film are also used for safety film projection. Limiting the number of
nitrate projectors to two may actually constitute a safety hazard. Some better equipped booths have
three 35mm/70mm projectors. As long as all three projectors are equipped with the appropriate safety
modifications, using all three allows the projectionist more time to clean and check a projector
between reels. This, in turn, reduces the chances of a film jam or ignition.

Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 22-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 8.1.3 ]

8.1.3  

The building elements of the projection room shall have a fire resistance rating of not less than 1 hour
when tested in accordance with ASTM E119, Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building Construction
and Materials . The interior finish shall have a flame spread index that is no greater than 25 in accordance
with ASTM E 84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, or
ANSI/UL 723, Standard for Test for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials.

Also: add ASTM E119 (2012a) into chapter 2 on referenced standards.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

The room cannot have fire resistance. It is the walls that have the fire resistance rating and the test to be used 
needs to be mentioned also. This is basically an editorial change.

The committee might want to have specifically walls or also doors, windows, etc. to have the same fire resistance 
rating; it should clarify what building element needs to exhibit the appropriate fire resistance rating

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler

Organization: GBH International

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Sat Jul 06 14:16:59 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-11-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The room cannot have fire resistance. It is the walls that have the fire resistance rating. This is
basically an editorial change. The building elements are encompassed in the terminology "the
projection room" and the general requirements of the document specify that the construction shall
comply with NFPA 220 and 221.

Copyright Assignment

I, Marcelo Hirschler, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Marcelo Hirschler, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 4-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 8.1.5 ]

8.1.5  

Two openings shall be provided for each motion picture projection room or booth: the one for the

projectionist’s view shall be not larger than 1290 cm 2  (200 in. 2 ); the other, and one for the projector

itself, shall be not larger than 774 cm 2  (120 in. 2 ). .  Such openings shall be as small as practical and
shall be capable of being protected by approved automatic shutters.

8.1.5.1  

Where separate slide, video or digital projection, spotlight, or floodlight and/or theatrical lighting machines
are installed in the same enclosure with motion picture projectors, not more than one opening for each such
machine shall be provided for both the operator’s view and for the projection of light.

8.1.5.2  

Two or more projectors shall be permitted to be operated through the same opening. Such openings shall
be as small as practical and shall be capable of being protected by approved automatic shutters.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

The openings described for the projector and projectionist's view are too small to be practical. Replacing the 
language in 8.1.5 with the language in 8.1.5.2 urges caution, but allows for greater flexibility for different equipment 
and theatrical spaces. The revised language in 8.1.5.1 is more inclusive of the full range of equipment that might 
be present in a modern projection booth.

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 7.2]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 3-NFPA 40-2013 [Sections 8.1.1.1, 8.1.1.2]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 5-NFPA 40-2013 [Global Input]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 6-NFPA 40-2013 [Global Input]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 8-NFPA 40-2013 [New Section after C.2]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 5.3
[Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 10-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 7.4]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 11-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. C.1]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 12-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. B.3]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 26-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 8.1.4]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists
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Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Jul 03 12:02:41 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-12-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The openings described for the projector and projectionist's view are too small to be practical. The
openings in the projection booth may be protected by means in addition to shutters.

Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 24-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. 9.2.5.1 ]

9.2.5.1  

Partitions separating one nitrate film–handling room from another shall be of Type I construction and shall
have a fire resistance rating of not less than 1 hour when tested in accordance with ASTM E119, Standard
Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials .

Also: add ASTM E119 (2012a) to chapter 2 on referenced standards.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

it should be fire resistance rating instead of just fire resistance - also adds the test method

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Marcelo Hirschler

Organization: GBH International

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Sat Jul 06 14:40:03 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-13-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The committee agrees that the partitions should have a fire resistance rating rather than a fire
resistance. The test method is not added because the general requirements of the document specify
that the construction shall comply with NFPA 220 and 221.

Copyright Assignment

I, Marcelo Hirschler, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Marcelo Hirschler, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 32-NFPA 40-2013 [ New Section after A.4.7.4 ]

A.4.8.2.1 Isolation device in this context does not refer to a standard smoke or flame damper built
for normal service air handling systems or blast damper as might be used in combustible dust
isolation service. This is a purpose built/modified device specifically tested for the service. In
particular the temperature criterion far exceeds the UL 555 or 555S Flame and Smoke Damper
ratings

Additional Proposed Changes

File Name Description Approved

40_Febo.docx Cover Sheet 

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

There is a possibility that those not familiar with this application might confuse the isolation device prescribed for 
this service with that used in normal smoke and flame control applications. This additional text is meant to clarify 
the use. 

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Henry Febo

Organization: FM Global

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Thu Jul 11 07:12:20 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-14-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The committee has added Annex A material to this section, contained in the attached Word
Document, because there is a possibility that those not familiar with this application might confuse the
isolation device prescribed for this service with that used in normal smoke and flame control
applications. This additional text is meant to clarify the use.

Copyright Assignment

I, Henry Febo, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in this
Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I acquire
no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or derivative
form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this copyright
assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Henry Febo, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the terms
and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will, upon my
submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 14-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. A.6.1 ]

A.6.1    

One 305 m (1000 ft) roll (commonly referred to as a 1 M roll) of 35 mm nitrate film weighs approximately 2
kg to 2.3 kg (4.5 lb to 5 lb) (no core). For sheet film equivalency, one sheet of 200 mm × 254 mm (8 in. × 10
in.) nitrate negative film weighs approximately 0.018 kg (0.04 lb) (130 sheets are equivalent to a 1 M roll).
One sheet of 130 mm × 180 mm (5 in. × 7 in.) nitrate negative film weighs approximately 0.009 kg (0.02 lb)
(260 sheets are equivalent to a 1 M roll). If sheet or flat film is housed in individual paper envelopes,
2M of sheet or flat film shall be considered equivalent to 1M of reel film for storage purposes.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

[Substantiation]  NFPA 40 appears to rely heavily on the U.S.G.P.O. publication ”Proceedings of the Board of 
Chemical Warfare Service Appointed for the purpose of investigating Conditions Incident to the Disaster at the 
Cleveland Hospital Clinic, Cleveland, OH, on May 15,1929.” That study indicates that still or flat film which is 
housed in paper envelopes decomposes during combustion in significantly and materially different manners than 
in unhoused film , and that these benefits increase as that ratio of paper to film increases.

Current archival best practices are to store each sheet or flat negative individually in a paper envelope. In light of 
this, CoSA proposes that the equivalencies given for sheet or flat film based solely on a comparison to the weight 
of reel film are not sufficient, and should be at least doubled.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 16:57:13 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: As proposed, this creates an equivalency in the annex. It is possible that there is a basis for this
equivalency that could be developed in the code body. The proponent is encouraged to work with the
task group to further develop this basis.

Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 12-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. B.3 ]

B.3  Detection and Disposal of Unstable Nitrate Film.

New nitrate film was made to be as stable as possible, and some nitrate films, which are 30 or 40 years
old, still appear to be in reasonably good condition. However, all nitrate film All cellulose base film
deteriorates with age, and the deterioration can be increased by chemical contamination and improper
storage conditions. Nitrate film in advanced stages of deterioration can be less stable and can ignite at
lower temperatures than nitrate film in good condition. All nitrate films that are to be saved for future
reprocessing or for extended term storage purposes should be examined carefully throughout their length
prior to being stored in a vault. Further, they should be re-examined periodically. For moderate storage
temperatures and where both temperature and humidity are controlled, inspections should be made at least
once annually. Where conditions are not controlled, examinations should be made every six months. In
tropical climates, inspection intervals might have to be decreased to two or three months.

Any films that, upon examination, show yellow discoloration, fading of the image, undue brittleness,
stickiness of the emulsion, or any other signs of deterioration should be copied onto safety film reformatted
as soon as practical possible . Any films in cans that are corroded on the inside should be recanned. Such
corrosion can indicate an imminent deterioration problem. Films that have degraded to the point of
complete image loss should be disposed of.

The disposal of deteriorated or unstable nitrate film presents a problem. Nitrate film should not be mixed
with ordinary rubbish. Such film should be kept under water in a steel drum until disposal can be arranged.
Safe disposal should be arranged through proper authorities.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

Both cellulose acetate ("safety") and cellulose nitrate film degrade with time, but it has been established that 
nitrate film in good condition can last much longer than previously expected. "Copy and destroy" policies are no 
longer endorsed by the field of moving image archivists. The section on disposal has been edited to refer readers 
to their local hazardous materials regulations.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.2]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
5.3 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 10-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.4]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 12:31:07 EDT 2013

Committee Statement
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Resolution: CI-19-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The committee would like to receive Public Comment based on current storage practices to revise
this section.

Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 17-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. B.3 ]

B.3  Detection and Disposal of Unstable Nitrate Film.

New nitrate film was made to be as stable as possible, and some nitrate films, which are 30 or 40 years old,
still appear to be in reasonably good condition. However, all nitrate film deteriorates with age, and the
deterioration can be increased by chemical contamination and improper storage conditions.  Nitrate film
in advanced stages of deterioration can be less stable and can ignite at lower temperatures than
nitrate film in good condition .  All    All nitrate films that are to be saved for future reprocessing or for
extended term storage purposes should be examined carefully throughout their length prior to being stored
in a vault. Further, they should be re-examined periodically. For moderate storage temperatures and where
both temperature and humidity are controlled, inspections should be made at least once annually. Where
conditions are not controlled, examinations should be made every six months. In tropical climates,
inspection intervals might have to be decreased to two or three months.

Any films that, upon examination, show yellow discoloration, fading of the image, undue
brittleness,  stickiness of the emulsion, or any other signs of deterioration should be copied onto
safety film as soon as practical.  Any films in cans that are corroded on the inside should be recanned.
Such corrosion can indicate an imminent deterioration problem.

The disposal of deteriorated or unstable nitrate film presents a problem. Nitrate film should not be mixed
with ordinary rubbish. Such film should be kept under water in a steel drum until disposal can be arranged.
Safe disposal should be arranged through proper authorities.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

The assertion that nitrate film becomes less stable with age and the implication that it becomes more universally 
dangerous with age has not been sufficiently demonstrated (Heckman 2010, p 492 ff.). 

CoSA suggests that the language describing specific levels of deterioration in B.3. be removed or revised, based 
on the following: “Films in stages 4 and 5, the consensus holds, should be submerged in water and transported to 
an authorized disposal facility for incineration.40 However, NFPA 40 is considerably more conservative, stating, 
“Any films that, upon examination, show yellow discoloration, fading of the image, undue brittleness, stickiness of 
the emulsion, or any other signs of deterioration” (in other words, any films in any stage of decomposition) “should 
be copied onto safety film as soon as practical”and then, presumably, destroyed.” (Heckman, p 492).
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: KATIE MULLEN

Organization:

Affilliation: Council of State Archivists, Cellulose Nitrate Standards Task Force

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 17:00:17 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: CI-19-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The committee would like to receive Public Comment based on current storage practices to revise
this section.
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Copyright Assignment

I, KATIE MULLEN, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. Except to the extent that I may lack authority to make an assignment of content identified above, I hereby warrant
that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am KATIE MULLEN, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature

Origin (from sources other than the submitter)

There is a quotation used from the following article. Heckman, Heather, “Burn After Viewing or Fire in the Vaults: Nitrate Decomposition and
Combustibility” (2010). Heather Heckman may be contacted at hmheckman@gmail.com
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Public Input No. 11-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. C.1 ]

C.1  Inspection and Storage of Film.

Nitrate film that is in good condition should be returned to the vault after inspection. Film that is in good
condition should be projected only in a projection machine that is approved for nitrate film and projected
from a booth that meets the requirements of this standard. It is intended that, over a period of years, the
nitrate film currently in existence gradually will be reprinted. In summary, existing nitrate film Heritage
nitrate film should be stored in approved vaults , and should be hand-inspected periodically. Any signs of
deterioration should be flagged in preservation metadata , and , if deteriorating , films should be
destroyed or salvaged by printing onto safety film prior to destruction. prioritized for re-formatting efforts.
Material that has degraded to the point of complete image loss should be destroyed.

Nitrate film should be located only in approved vaults, in approved sprinklered film cabinets, in a projection
booth that is approved for the projection of nitrate film, in that portion of a film laboratory that is designed
for the handling of nitrate film, or in a workroom that is both designed for the inspection of nitrate film and
located near the vault from which it was removed. Due to the fact that there has been no raw nitrate film
manufactured since approximately 1951, there is obviously no raw film available for photographic purposes
on motion picture or television sound stages. In addition, film exchanges for theaters are no longer
permitted to have nitrate film on the premises. Nitrate film should not be permitted in theater projection
booths except where such booths have been constructed for the projection of nitrate film in accordance
with this standard areas approved for its storage, handling or projection .

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

This appendix is redundant and misleading. Much of the language in this section (e.g., "reprinted," "film 
exchanges") is simply outdated in an increasingly digital era. More importantly, "copy and destroy" policies are no 
longer considered best practice, as it has been established that nitrate film in good condition can last much longer 
in cool or cold storage than previously expected, and as the costs associated with reformatting are considerable. 
Yet, this appendix seems to assume that such policies are still in place. This appendix should either be 
substantially revised or cut entirely.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.2]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
5.3 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 10-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.4]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 12-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
B.3]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:
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Submittal Date: Fri Jul 05 11:58:30 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-15-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: This appendix is redundant and misleading. Much of the language in this section (e.g., "reprinted,"
"film exchanges") is simply outdated in an increasingly digital era. More importantly, "copy and
destroy" policies are no longer considered best practice, as it has been established that nitrate film in
good condition can last much longer in cool or cold storage than previously expected, and as the
costs associated with reformatting are considerable. Yet, this appendix seems to assume that such
policies are still in place. This appendix should either be substantially revised or cut entirely.

Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 8-NFPA 40-2013 [ New Section after C.2 ]

Storage

It is presently recognized that substantial amounts of nitrate film will be retained for its historical value. It is
recognized that the life of the film will be maximized when it is stored in individually air-conditioned and
sprinklered extended term storage vaults.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

The sentence, "It is presently recognized that substantial amounts of nitrate film will be retained for its historical 
value," is an important one in the document. It expresses a core value of the archival community, and merits its 
own section.

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.2]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
5.3 [Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 10-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
7.4]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 11-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
C.1]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Public Input No. 12-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No.
B.3]

Both submitted on behalf of the Association of Moving
Image Archivists' Nitrate Film Committee

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:

Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Jul 03 13:25:45 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-16-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The phrasing "designed specifically for" could be interpreted to rule out any booth that was built after
nitrate was no longer in mainstream use. The revised phrasing is more inclusive. The final two
sentences in this section are important "It is presently recognized that substantial amounts..." (see
also Public Input No. 8), but do not fit under the heading, "Projection Booths." They express a core
value of the archival community, and merit their own section. We want these two sentences to be
relocated to a new section after the current C.2.
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Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
copyright assignment.

 By checking this box I affirm that I am Heather Heckman, and I agree to be legally bound by the above Copyright Assignment and the
terms and conditions contained therein. I understand and intend that, by checking this box, I am creating an electronic signature that will,
upon my submission of this form, have the same legal force and effect as a handwritten signature
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Public Input No. 7-NFPA 40-2013 [ Section No. C.2 ]

C.2  Projection Booths.

The only projection booths that should be permitted to project nitrate film are those booths that are
designed equipped specifically to project nitrate film. These booths should meet the requirements of this
standard and be approved by the local authority having jurisdiction. Once approved, the booths should
project nitrate film only under the direction of trained projectionists following approved procedures. It is
understood that such instances are restricted to venues, usually operating in conjunction with extended
term storage programs, in libraries, museums, academic institutions, motion picture studios, or laboratory
screening rooms, all of which must have facilities that are approved for handling nitrate film. It is
acknowledged that there might be some nitrate film in the possession of individuals, and those individuals
might have private projection rooms. The hazards of nitrate film are well known to trained, professional
archivists and projectionists. Under the restricted conditions of this standard, nitrate film stock can be
projected only in those venues approved for the purpose.

It is presently recognized that substantial amounts of nitrate film will be retained for its historical value. It is
recognized that the life of the film will be maximized when it is stored in individually air-conditioned and
sprinklered extended term storage vaults.

Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

The phrasing "designed specifically for" could be interpreted to rule out any booth that was built after nitrate was 
no longer in mainstream use. The revised phrasing is more inclusive. The final sentence in this section is an 
important one (see also Public Input No. 8), but it does not fit under the heading, "Projection Booths."

Related Public Inputs for This Document

Related Input Relationship

Public Input No. 2-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 7.2]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 3-NFPA 40-2013 [Sections 8.1.1.1, 8.1.1.2]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 4-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 8.1.5]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 5-NFPA 40-2013 [Global Input]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 6-NFPA 40-2013 [Global Input]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 8-NFPA 40-2013 [New Section after C.2]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 9-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 5.3
[Excluding any Sub-Sections]]

Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 10-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 7.4]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 11-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. C.1]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Public Input No. 26-NFPA 40-2013 [Section No. 8.1.4]
Both submitted on behalf of AMIA's Nitrate
Film Committee.

Submitter Information Verification

Submitter Full Name: Heather Heckman

Organization:
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Affilliation: Nitrate Film Committee, Association of Moving Image Archivists

Street Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Submittal Date: Wed Jul 03 13:22:09 EDT 2013

Committee Statement

Resolution: FR-16-NFPA 40-2013

Statement: The phrasing "designed specifically for" could be interpreted to rule out any booth that was built after
nitrate was no longer in mainstream use. The revised phrasing is more inclusive. The final two
sentences in this section are important "It is presently recognized that substantial amounts..." (see
also Public Input No. 8), but do not fit under the heading, "Projection Booths." They express a core
value of the archival community, and merit their own section. We want these two sentences to be
relocated to a new section after the current C.2.

Copyright Assignment

I, Heather Heckman, hereby irrevocably grant and assign to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) all and full rights in copyright in
this Public Input (including both the Proposed Change and the Statement of Problem and Substantiation). I understand and intend that I
acquire no rights, including rights as a joint author, in any publication of the NFPA in which this Public Input in this or another similar or
derivative form is used. I hereby warrant that I am the author of this Public Input and that I have full power and authority to enter into this
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Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Public Input

CoSA proposes that these relatively recent sources of information and study about Cellulose Nitrate film be 
included as informational resources. 
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Statement: The committee agrees that these relatively recent sources of information and study about Cellulose
Nitrate film be included as informational resources.
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